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the earlier period being not quite 40 c('nts a pound, while I He does not prescribe a model, and on that point says that, 
for tpe nine months ending April 1 last, it was over 55 cents /1 as the public exposure and searching examination necessary 
a pound. This average includes the importations of all de- to intelligent bidding on any prescribed model of a lock and 
scriptions, the best rubber having been all the time a good I key would tend to impair, if not entirely destroy, the further 
deal higher than these figures, and now being quoted by the utility of all such locks and keys for the purposes of the 
importers at 90 to 95 cents a pound for choice Para. 'fhe ad- mails, the Postmaster· General prescribes no model or sam
vance in prices was primarily due to a speculative combina- pIe for bidders, but relies for a selection on the mechanical 
tion of Spanish houses in the trade, although it is also skill and ingenuity which a fair competition among inven
largely attributable to the greatly increased demand for rub- tors, hereby invited, may develop in samples submitted by 
ber in Europe as well as here, and the difficulty in obtain- them. 
ing the requisite labor for getting it in and curing it at all .. , • I • 

the South American producing points. In tpe valley of the BURNING OF OIL TANKS BY LIGHTNING. 

Amazon particularly, whence the choicest rubber comes, The suggestions recently made by us in connection with 
the trouble in obtaining efficient labor for any kind of work the late di�astrous fire at Titusville, Pa., caused by the firing 
is the most serious bar to the progress of that fertile coun- of an oil tank by lightning. have called forth a variety of in
try, the climate being a very trying one, and the natives teresting comm uncations from different correspondents. Our 
lazy and indolent. suggestion was that the light vapors from the oil, rising high 

The wonderful variety of useful articles into which rubber above the tanks, formed a conductor and led to the fil'ing of 
is worked up makes it one of the most important of our im- the gas in the tank. 
ports of crude material, and the large place it fills in the One of our correspondents, whose letter we publish in 
supply of such necessities as belting, hose, and packing, another column, suggests a different theory. He thinks that 
either in competition with or as superseding the use of the electricity enters the tank by running along the oil sup· 
leather, gives it an importance in our industries far beyond ply pipe, and that sparks are discharged from the end of the 
the money value that the figures showing the importations I pipe at its termillati<?n within the roof of the tank. He 
seem to represent. further thinks that the electrical charge may fall upon the 

• , • • • pipe at some distance from the tank and yet the gas in the 
A PATENT CASE OF GENERAL INTEREST. tank will be ignited. Our correspondent may be right. His 

All the shoe manufacturers in the country have been theory is worthy of careful comideration. The smallest 
particularly anxious to know, for about a year past, how spark produced in this way will do the business. We all 
much longer they would have to pay the royalty, averaging know how minute an electrical spark will fire an explosive 
172' to 2 cents a pair, on shoes bottomed by the McKay sole I mixture of gas. Even the rubbing of the feet on a carpet 
sewing machine. A case bearing upon this point came and a touch of the finger to an open gas pipe will light the 
before Judge Blatchford, of the United States Circuit Court gas. 
for the Southern District of New'y ork, on the 25th uIt., AltllOUgh it might be expected that any electricity received 
and his decision, though not conclusive as to the whole by the underground tank pipe would be wholly dissipate� be· 
question at issue, has an important bearing thereon. fore reaching the tank, still if the original electrical eh(1rge 

The patents owned by the McKay Sewing Machine Asso- were sufficient, and if the exterior of the pipe was more or 
ciation have, from 1860 to the present time, been those under less insulated, as,it might be if it passed through dry earth, 
which' probably nine-tenths of the machine-made shoes worn or if its, surface were covered with oil, it would seem that 
in the United States were bottomed. The association made there might be a leap of a spark from the extremity of the 
the machines and lea,;ed them to manufacturers, under a metallic pipe, within the roof of the tank, to the side or in
license by which the latter were obliged to pay a �OYlllty- on terior casing of the tank, and m ischief would result. 
each pair made, which was done by placing on the shoes When the tank is made wholly of iron, and the end of the 
stamps purchased from the McKay Association. Over one supply pipe, where it enters the tank, is attached to and 
thousand hoot and shoe' manufacturers, embracing all the forms a good contact with the iron of the tank, theu no spark 
large establishments in the country, are in tliis way licensees could be expected. But if the roof of the tank is made of 
of the McKay Associfltion. This license is a very carefully' wood, and the sides of iron, as is frequently the case, no 
drawn up document, and, besides everything else therein actual connection existing between the iron casing and the 
calculated to protect the interests of the association, it has supply pipe, then some portion of a charge of electricity, 
a provision by which the licensee agrees not to contest the running along the pipe, might enter the tank and leap from 
McKay pa'tents during their existence. No real resistance the pipe as we have mentioned. As a measure of prudence 
has heen made in many years to the validity of the patents, it would be advisahle for tank owners to connect their ground 
and, the business of the association having been from the pipes electricaU}' with the iron casings of the .tanks. This 
first conducted with marvelous energy and' ability, the may be readily done by means of stout copper or iron wires 
patents have returned clear profits to their owners of several o.utside the tanks, the en'ds of the wires being well soldered 
millions of dollars. In July and August of last year two respectively to the pipes and to the iron casing, so that if 
of the most important of these patents, with the extensions any electricity comes along the pipes it will pass, without re
which hadbeen granted thereon, ran out, and, although the sistance or sparking, to the iron case and so to earth. 
machines were covered by other and less Important patents, We are greatly obliged to those correspondents who have 
the shoe manufacturers have, since that time, been debating sent us their views on this matter, and we hope to hear from 
the question of how long they mnst continue to pay these others. The snbject is one of such importance that it ought 
royalties. The 0 bvions answer is that so long as they use to be discussed and studied until a sure protection , is dis
a McKay machine, and ar� bound by their license. they covered and an end pnt to' the long series of lIghtning disas
must pay. In this connection it is i mportant to note that ters that for years past have regularly occurred in the oil 
the McKay Association have, during the past year, been regions. , 
taking back many of their old machinps, where the manu· The fire at ';l'itnsv,ille on June 11 was followed June 30th 
facturers would allow them to do so, and fnrnishing in their by the burninK of another iron oil tank, at Olean, N. Y , 
stead new and improved machines, but the latter have pat, holding 2:;'000 barrels, which was also set on fire by Iight
ents in them bearing date of 1879, and, of course, cover their ning. This tank belonged to the Acme Refinery. 
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see no reason for our London contemporaries casting slurs 
at any of the stock owners, if they be princes or lords. 

Bnt a new jOint stoc;k company (limited) has just been 
registered which is nothing more nor less than an old 
curiosity shop. From the prospectus we learn that the 
company seeks to raise £2,000, and proposes to buy, sell, 
and exchange works of art, books. and used foreign postage 
stamp8. No doubt the venture is a bonafide one, and it is 
satisfactory to note that the promoter takes 1,000 of the 
2,000 shares. But i t  is somewhat of a 1'eductio ad ab8urdum. 
Oapital and Labor thinks, to turn such a business into a 
joint stock company. Will there be any directors? the writer 
inqnires; What will be their remuneration, and where will 
they meet? Perhaps, he adds, in the shop among the old 
foreign stamps, the works of art, and the books and mum
mies! The capital of the company is certainly not ex
travagant, but probably sufficient to conduct the canceled 
postage department, if it does not go far towards purchas
ing " old masters." 

... � . 

Basal Plane quartz Crystals. 

Until within a very few years crystals of quartz with the 
basal plane have been accounted excessively rare. So re
cently as the year 1877, Professor Egleston, of Columbia 
School of Mines, remarked, in a lectnre before the Academy, 
on some rare qnartz crystals, that five years before "only 

three crystals of quartz with the basal plane 
were known to the scientific world: one 
owned hy the British Museum; one by the 
Imperial Museum at Vienna; the other in 
8t. Petersburg, and these came from Brazil. 
They were considered priceless treasures, and 
the very ultima Thule of rarity in the mineral 
kIngdom." 

In a communication dated Morgantown, 
N. 0., May 20, Mr. W. E. Hidden, miner

alogist, informs us that in a locality in the South M ountains 
of Burke county, North Carolina, quartz crystals with the 
basal plane are comparatively abundant. Mr. John T. 
Hnmphreys, who discovered the locality, has more than a 
dozen of them, and Mr. Hidden himself has seven. In these 
specimens the apex of the pyramid of the crystal is cut off 
at an exact right angle to the sides of the crystal, as shown 
in the annexed cut. 

THE BOSS PUZZLE ABROAD. 

The" fifteen puzzle" epidemic, which prevailed so alarm
ingly here last year, has extended to England and the Conti-
dent, and our foreign exchanges come to us laden with so
Intions of the problem. Scientists even have taken the sub· 
ject up, and communicate to their favorite papers the 
formula which expresses the mathematical possibilities of 
it, and editors write colnmns on the subject for their re
spective papers. It was a good while reaching the other 
side of the ocean, but, like the phylloxera, is doing its devas· 
tating work. 

The American Science Association. 

The twenty·ninth meeting of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science will begin August 25, in the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston. An excep
tionally large gathering of prominent scientific workers is 
anticipated. One of the morning sessions will be held at 
Cambridge, and the rest of the day will be devoted to an in
spection of the various departments and museums of Harvard 
University and the Observatory. 

••••• 

use for the full term of the last patent. • , • • .. DISASTROUS STEAMBOAT ACCIDENT. 

To meet this difficnlty. and provide a way of using only SERIES FORTY·NINE. On the afternoon of June 28 the fine passenger steamer 
the McKay patents that had expired, Andrew H. Jackman, Not with egotism, but with a commendable pride, do we Seawanhaka, carrying 356 or 400 passengers, while going at 
of Nyack, N. Y., has lately obtained a patent on a machine, direct the reader's special .attention to the beautifully exe- full speed up the narrow and dangerous pass known as Hell 
of his invention, which he has used since May last, sewing cuted engravings which embellish this number of thl! SOlEN' Gate, between New York and Brooklyn, was discovered to 
3,000 pairs of soles weekly thereon, and which he was about I TIFIC AMERICAN, The reader will also find profit and be be on fire. The flames spread with amazing rapidity. Cap
to offer to the trade. The McKay Association immediately ! interested in the somewhat l�ngthy description of the ex- tain Smith with remarkable bravery kept his place at the 
commenced proceedings ag ainst Jllckman, aud moved for a tensive indnstry carried on by the Kingsford Starch Works, wheel, was surrounded with fire and badly burned, but 
preliminary injunction on the ground that two of their pat- whose product is not only laundry starch, as the title of the nevertheless directed and grounded the boat on a safe point 
ents had been violated, one on the" process·" and the other works might imply, .but a dietetic commodity which is ashore, free from rocks. But during the brief period that 
on the" product," as separate from the machine, and also favorably known in every part of the civilized world. ! elapsed before the boat touched, many of the terrified passen 
because the defendant had violated his license. Consider- The Kingsford Works, illustrated in this, week's issue, [ gel's were compelled by the flames to leap into the water 
able evidence was introdnced,and able arguments were made, comprises the forty-ninth of our industrial series already! About sixty lives were lost. 
but Judge Blatchford finally pnt aside all question regarding published; and we would here announce that we have in The cause of this accident is not yet known; but So far as 
the validity of the patents, and decided to grant' the injunc preparation engraving� of a number of other extensive estab we can gather from the newspaper reports we are inclined 
tion on tbe license alone, holding that it was of the sub lishments, illustrating the processes of manufacturing other to think it· was due to the bursting of one of the boiler 
stance of a contract. and nntil it was broken, or the defend artlCles. not generally known, which we are confident will flues. 
ant released from its provisions, the association had a good be of equal interest to any of the industries which have been It would seem from the reports that the boat was carrying 
case against him. The license provides several ways where- already illustrated and described in these columns. 

I
' about all the steam allowed by her certificate, that a slight 

by the association may terminate it, or where it would be • , • I • explosion was heard, that steam first appeared in the upper 
broken and become inoperative, but it is not at all clear that London's Stock COlnpallles-Llmlted. cabin, then fire, and that flames blew out of the furnace door. 
there is any easy way for the manufacturer to get rid of its The English people are famous for forming stock com- These circUlnstances indicate a probability that by the bur8t-
provisions without the consent of the association, who are panies (limited) in conducting all sorts of enterprises. Some ing of a flue the gases of the furnace fire were driven out 
likely to be as tenacious of their contract rights under its I time ago Trnefit, the celebrated L ondon barber, converted against the woodworl' of the vessel and instantly set her in 
provisions as they have heretofore been determined in up I his shaving and hair cutting establishment into a stock com- a blaze. The steamer carried two boilers, set in the hold. 
holding their patent claims. pany, at which some of the newspapers made considerable Whether our theory of the cause of --the fire is correct can-

• , • • • fun, naming several lords and bankers as llmong the share- not be determined till the boilers are raised. 
An Opportunity Cor Inventors 'lind Lock Makers. holders. But Truefit understands his business, and, it is This dreadful disaster forms hut another evidence of the 
The present kind of mail lock and key having been in 

I 
said. has made a fortune out of it, and in all probability the inadequacy of the present means for safety on steamboats. 

use for a long time, it has been deemed expedient to make a I stockholders in his company will receive larger dividends, We hope that our inventors will exercise their ingenuity in 
change. To this end the pnstm

, 

a�tel'-General has jnst issued and be more secure in their investments than if they placed 

I 
discovering. new appliances by which such accidents w

, 
ill be 

a notice, which will be. fonnd in our advertising page, an I their means in some other more pretentious companies. Mr. rendered impossible. A light fireproof material, to take. the 
nouncing that proposals will be received for furnishing five Truefit's business is certainly legitimate, and a useful one, place of the dry woodwork now used for cabins, is especial
new and diiferent. kinds of locks and keys for this purpose. and can only be made profitable by industry; therefore we ly needed. 
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